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ABSTRACT
Fast and reliable simulation of ship maneuvers is an impor-
tant contribution to the safety of shipping. For a correct
representation of a vessel in a ship handling simulation,
sufficient information on the hydrodynamic characteristics
of the hull, propeller and maneuvering devices also during
off-design operations is required.The required performance
data can be determined by applying high-fidelity computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Calculations are
carried out to simulate the unsteady flow on a controllable-
pitch propeller for open water crashback conditions, a con-
tainer feeder vessel without propeller and steady crash stop
maneuver for the feeder vessel with propeller. The tran-
sient forces on propeller and ship and the occurring flow
phenomena as large scale separation and the behaviour of
the turbulent vortical flow structures are investigated in the
present study.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Crashback is the standard emergency maneuver for a ship to
avoid collision and stop the ship in shortest distance. In this
case the propeller has to produce high negative thrust either
by changing its sense of rotation (fixed-pitch propeller, FP)
or the blade pitch to negative values (controllable-pitch pro-
peller, CP). During the deceleration phase, the reversed pro-
peller slipstream interacts with the ship’s hull and induces
unsteady forces. Ship maneuvering simulations give the
opportunity to evaluate and optimise a safety-related proce-
dure like crashback. The execution of this maneuver with a
full scale ship for training purposes is undesirable because
of the high risk to damage components of the propulsion
system. For a fast and reliable simulation, a proper repro-
duction of the transient ship’s hydrodynamic characteristics
and the dynamic behaviour of the propulsion train during
this operation is important. An accurate simulation of crash
stop maneuversrequires detail informations on the propeller
performance in heavy off-design conditions, hull resistance

for a wide range of ahead speed and the interaction effects
between hull and propeller are immanent. The focus of this
paper is to study the flow field in the vicinity of the propeller
and the hydrodynamic interaction effects between propeller
slipstream and hull during crashback. The hydrodynamic
performance of a CP propeller at high negative pitch in
open water and the propeller behind a ship’s hull during
crashback are evaluated with numerical simulations using a
hybrid RANS-LES approach. Calculations are carried out
for a four-bladed CP propeller and a container feeder vessel.
The flow regime at the stern of the ship during crashback
is dominated by large scale unsteadiness and separation on
the propeller blades and on the ship’s hull. The propeller’s
suction and pressure side interchange their functions and
the slipstream is now moving contrary to the inflow veloc-
ity. This leads to the formation of a distinctive torus-shaped
ring vortex around the propeller and high unsteady pro-
peller loads in axial and transverse direction. Extensive
experiments on propeller crashback performance have been
conducted out by Jessup et al. (2004). Computational stud-
ies on propeller flowunder off-design conditions haven been
carried out by Chen and Stern (1999) using Reynolds Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods. The results showed
the deficiency of RANS to fully capture the large-scale un-
steady vortical structures. Vyšohlíd and Mahesh (2006),
Jang and Mahesh (2013) and Kumar and Mahesh (2015)
used Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for crashback calcula-
tions of FP propeller. They showed the capability of LES
to capture the unsteady character of the flow. Their com-
putational results are in good agreement with comparison
data from water tunnel experiments. Pontarelli et al. (2017)
used hybrid LES-RANSmethods to investigate the dynamic
instabilities of the ring vortex. The high-resolution compu-
tational methods like LES and hybrid techniques allowed
for a profound comprehension of fluctuating forces asso-
ciated with vortex shedding. The author contributed on
a study which used Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) to
calculate the crashback performance of a CP propeller at a
medium negative pitch. (Pergande et al., 2017) In contrast
to a FP propeller, the direction of rotation during stopping
and crashback doesn’t change for a CP propeller, but the
pitch of the propeller blades is changed to a negative value.
In comparison to FP propellers considered above, the com-



putational results showed significantly less side forces for
the CP propeller. This is assumed to arise from less sepa-
ration due to the smooth rounded leading edge.
Verma et al. (2012) studied hull-propeller interaction effects
for crashback conditions. They also used LES to study the
effect of an axisymmetric upstream hull on the crashback
performance of the propeller. The presence of the hull leads
to changes in the vortex shape, however, the results didn’t
show a significant effect on propeller side forces.
Brizzolara et al. (2008) and Schoop-Zipfel et al. (2012) ex-
ecuted crashback maneuver simulations. They both used
adapted data from experiments to represent the propeller
and set the focus also on the simulation of machinery.
Neitzel-Petersen et al. (2016) developed a set of force co-
efficients for stopping simulations of a ship. They used a
propeller disk to take the propeller-hull interaction into ac-
count. The results of their simulations showed good agree-
ment with experiments.

2 NUMERICAL SETUP
2.1 Numerical Method
The computations are carried out using the commercially
available solver ANSYS Fluent. This solver offers a va-
riety of hybrid RANS-LES approaches to take the special
character of the flow into account. In all these approaches,
the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are
solved, using a finite volume approach:
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ui are the velocity components, xi the coordinates, p the
pressure and τij the viscous stress tensor. In RANS mode,
the k − ω shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model is
used (Menter, 1994).
In this study, the Stress-Blended Eddy Simulation (SBES)
approach is used (Menter, 2016). This approach represents
an enhancement of DES and modified versions like delayed
DES (DDES) and improved delayed DES (IDDES). SBES
tries to avoid grid-induced separation (GIS) and to enable
a faster transition from modelled turbulence in the RANS
region towards resolved turbulence in the LES area. SBES
therefore uses a special shielding function fSDES to protect
the boundary layer from undesired LES effects. The shield-
ing function is an improved version of the shielding of the
DDES formulation, see Gritskevich et al. (2012), with the
mesh length scale defined as follows:

∆SBES = max(
3
√
V , 0.2∆max), (3)

where V is the cell volume and ∆max the maximum grid
spacing of the cell. SBES can use any given LES model for
the areas with a sufficient grid resolution. The blending is
performed on the stress level between RANS and LES:

νSBESt = fSDESν
RANS
t + (1− fSDES)νLESt , (4)

where fSDES is the shielding function mentioned above,
νRANSt the turbulent viscosity of the RANS model and νLESt

the turbulent viscosity of the LES model. In the calcula-
tions, within the LES portion of the flow, the subgrid-scales
are modelled with a Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky,
1963).

2.2 Geometry
The propeller considered in this study is a four-bladed, right-
handed CP propeller derived from theWageningen B-series
with an expanded area-ratio of 0.55 and a design pitch of
P/D =0.8. The diameter in model scale is 0.24 m. The
maximum negative pitch angle of the blades is -30◦ which
corresponds to a pitch ratio of P/D ≈ -0.4. Model tests
for four quadrants and several pitch angles of the propeller
have been carried out at the Potsdam Model Basin (SVA
Potsdam), see Steinwand (2015b) (unpublished). These ex-
perimental results are used as reference data for the CFD
calculations.
The propeller is mounted on a container vessel with full
scale dimensions LPP =110.00 m, BWL =18.00 m and
T=7.10 m. The model scale λ is 19.2 which leads to a
model length of 5.73 m. The design speed of the full scale
vessel is 14 knots or 1.642 m/s for the model scale. Figure
1 depicts the aftship with the propeller of the considered
model. Experimental data from resistance and propulsion
tests including wake field measurements and crashback ma-
neuvers under steady ahead speed conditions is provided by
SVA Potsdam (Steinwand, 2015a).

Figure 1: Aftship of the feeder model at the PotsdamModel
Basin.

2.3 Computational Grid
All computations are performed using unstructured grids
with tetrahedral cells, the wall boundary layer is resolved
with triangular prism cells. The numerical grids are gen-
erated automatically with the ANSYS Icem-CFD grid gen-
erator. The computational grid consists of an inner and an
outer domain, whereas the inner domain accommodates the
propeller. The outer domain is a large cylinder for open
water calculations or contains the feeder hull for crash stop
calculations.
For the inner propeller domain, only one blade is meshed,
then copied and rotated three times. Figure 2 depicts the



(a) Blade surface mesh (b) Slice trough volume
mesh

Figure 2: Mesh in the propeller domain.

surface mesh on the blade and on a slice trough the volume
mesh. The near-wall cells are dimensioned for a high-Re
wall treatment using wall functions, the dimensionless wall
distance Y + is larger than ≈20. Each segment of the pro-
peller domain, representing one blade, is discretized with
2.8 million cells, the overall size of the rotating domain is
11.1 million control volumes.
The outer domain for open water calculations is presented

Figure 3: Computational domain for open water calcula-
tions.

in Figure 3. The diameter of the cylinder is 5.5 times and
the length 12 times the propeller diameter. The mesh in
the outer domain is refined in the area, where the vortical
flow structures of interest are expected to occur. Figure
4 shows this refinement zone. The cylinder grid for open
water test calculations has 7.1 million cells. The bound-
ary upstream the propeller is defined as velocity inlet, the
boundary downstream as a pressure outlet. A free-slip wall
boundary is specified at the outer cylinder surface. The
rotating inner domain housing the propeller and the outer
domain are connected via sliding interfaces.
For the simulation of crashstop with the propeller acting

behind the hull, the outer domain is replaced with the mesh

Figure 4: Mesh for open water calculations.

of the container feeder without trim or sinkage. To avoid
the computational effort of a two-phase flow, the calcula-
tions are carried out without free surface. The effect of the
elevated surface is taken into account by introducing the
free surface geometry obtained during the resistance cal-
culations of the hull at a straight forward scondition (also
without trim and sinkage) as the boundary of the computa-
tional domain, see Figure 5. The high mesh density areas
are placed at the aftbody of the ship to ensure a suitable
spatial resolution for LES. Again a layer of prismatic cells
is placed at hull and rudder with a wall distance for a high-
Re wall treatment. The ship domain has a total number of
10.7 million control volumes. Water surface, bottom and
the sides of the domain are treated with symmetry boundary
condition, upstream and downstream borders are treated as
velocity inlet and pressure outlet, respectively.
Additional calculations with the hull in absence of the

Figure 5: Water surface boundary from resistance test.

propeller are carried out to ensure a proper reproduction of
the wake field behind the ship. In this case the propeller
and also the rudder are removed. Table 1 summarizes the
mesh sizes of the different calculations.

Table 1: Size of the Numerical Grids.

Mesh Total Number of Cells [Mio]

Open water calculations 18.2
Wake field calculations 20.5
Crashstop calculations 21.7



3 RESULTS
3.1 Open water crashback calculations
In accordance with the experimental data, the computations
are carried out at a propeller revolution speed of 10 s−1.
The advance number J is varied by the inflow velocity.
The resulting Reynolds number Re is 770,000. Advance
number J and Reynolds number Re are defined as:

J =
U∞
nD

, Re =
c0.7 · U0.7

ν
,

where U0.7 denotes the total inflow velocity and c0.7 the
chord length at the 0.7 r/R section,D the propeller diameter
and ν the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The timestep size
is adapted to fulfil a temporal resolution of one degree pro-
peller rotation per timestep. All SBES cases are initialized
with results from converged RANS calculations.
For the investigation of propeller crashback performance
in open water three advance numbers are considered. J is
varied in the range 0.5 < J < 0.83. The dimensionless
coefficients for thrust kT , torque kQ and side force kS are
given by

kT =
T

ρn2D4
, kQ =

Q

ρn2D5
, kS =

√
F 2
Y + F 2

Z

ρn2D4
, (5)

where ρ is the fluid density, FY and FZ are the side forces
in the inertial coordinate frame. Calculations are carried
out for at least 160 revolutions for statistical analysis.
Figure 6 shows the instantaneous flowfield during openwa-

Figure 6: Instantaneous flow field, resolved vortices identi-
fied by q-criterion, coloured by axial velocity at J=0.67.

ter crashstop calculations for a advance number of J=0.67.
The resolved vortices are identified by the q-criterion and
coloured by the axial velocity. The visual inspection of
the flowfield shows the expected phenomena. Large eddies,
emerging in the slipstream of the propeller, are resolved in
LES mode. The flow at the inner radii of the slipstream
moves upstream and forms the characteristic ring vortex.
An exemplaric time series of the computed force coeffi-
cients kT and kS for the advance number J=0.67 is shown
in Figure 8. As expected, the data shows strong fluctuat-
ing values. In comparison with previous DES calculations
for the same propeller with a pitch ratio of P/D = −0.2
((Pergande et al., 2017)), the magnitude of fluctuations and

the magnitude of side forces is significant higher due to the
doubled pitch angle in the current study. The mean value
of the computational results for the thrust coefficient is in
good agreement with the mean value from the model tests,
see upper plot in Figure 8. The deviation for kT is 1.7%.
Probability density functions (PDF) of the calculated and
measured kT -values are presented in Figure 7. Mean value
and standard deviation agree well, only for J=0.83 the error
is a bit larger.
The open water diagram for the advance numbers which
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Figure 7: Probability density functions for the thrust coeffi-
cient kT from experimental data and SBES calculations.

are considered in the study is presented in Figure 9. The
thrust coefficient from the SBES calculations matches the
experimental data quite good. In contrast to the results for
thrust, the results for the propeller torque have a large offset
to the reference data. For all advance numbers, the torque is
overestimated. It is assumed that this effect is caused by the
high-Re wall treatment and an inadequate resolution of the
boundary layer. The deviations of thrust and torque curves
are summarized in Table 2.
The time series of the calculated side force coefficient kS
normalized with the actual kT is shown in the lower plot in
Figure 8. No experimental data exists for validation of the
results. The mean values of the normalized side force kS/kT

are decreasing slightly with the advance number while the
mean value of the side force kS is increasing. Hence, the
produced negative thrust increases stronger than the occur-
ring side forces. Table 2 presents the calculated side forces.
During model test, the sample rate was 0.1 kHz, thus is fre-

Table 2: Deviation from experimental data for kT and kQ,
mean value of side force coefficient and normalized side
force coefficient.

J ∆kT ∆kQ kS kS/kT

[%] [%] [1 · 10−3] [1 · 10−2]

0.50 1.3 29.0 5.33 2.539
0.67 1.7 33.2 7.21 2.317
0.83 3.1 36.8 9.32 2.172

quency analysis of the data is not feasible. Nevertheless, a
frequency analysis is carried out for the computational data,
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Figure 9: Open water diagram with computational and ex-
perimental data.

see Figure 10. It is evident from the plot that no distinct
vortex shedding frequency is present. The amplitude of the
kT -signal shows a broadband elevation in the range of 30
Hz, which is close to the blade frequency of 40 Hz, but no
accented single frequency vortex shedding. Similar results
are obtained from the analysis of side force and torque.

3.2 Wake field calculations
The inflow to the propeller plane has a strong influence on
the overall performance of the propeller. As a first step
towards crashstop maneuver calculations, the flow around
the ship without propeller and rudder is simulated to ensure
the correct reproduction of the ship’swake in the subsequent
calculations. The calculations are carried out at the design
speed of the vessel, experimental data for the wake field
is used for comparison. Initially, a full RANS calculation
with a large timestep is executed to allow the formation
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Figure 10: Frequency analysis of the thrust coefficient kT
for the advance number J=0.67.

of the boundary layer. The calculations are run until the
flow passes the domain five times and no changes in the
wake field are noticed any more. The axial wake fraction is
defined as

wa = 1− vA
vS
, (6)

where vA is the local axial velocity and vS the ship veloc-
ity. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the axial wake field. In
Figure 11 on the left side (a) the computational results with
the RANS-SST turbulence model, on the right side (b) the
wake field measured in the Potsdam Model Basin. Please
notice the slight difference in color saturation of the contour
plot. The origin of the rotation direction angle Θ is in the
12-o’clock position. For better comparability, both wake
fields feature the range 0◦ < Θ < 180◦.
The RANS results are in good agreement with the mea-

surements. In the angular direction angle range < 40◦ the
velocities are a bit underestimated. In Figure 12 the wake
fraction over Θ at three radial positions is plotted. The
underprediction of the velocities in the RANS calculations
are due to a very small separation zone occurring around
the stern tube of the vessel which is not present in model



(a) CFD calculations (b) Experimental data

Figure 11: Wake field in the propeller plane behind the ship.

tests. This affects strongly the inner radii. The resistance
of the hull in this set-up is 50.07 N.
In the second step, the hybrid SBES model is activated.
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Figure 12: Axial wake fraction wa at three radial positions.

Since there is only a slightly separated flow present, the
SBES model should match the RANS results. As depicted
in Figure 12, however, the SBES results show much smaller
axial velocities in the propeller plane. As mentioned be-
fore small Θ values and furthermore values Θ > 150◦ are
affected. As it can be seen from the flow field, the separa-
tion zone on the ship’s stern increases. Figure 13 shows a
waterline slice trough the flow field at the aft body slightly
above the stern tube. In the upper part the eddy viscosity
is shown. Herein red color indicates low, blue areas a high
turbulent viscosity. In the lower part the value of the SBES
shielding function is represented. LES area is coloured
blue, shielded RANS portion of the flow red. Streamlines
on the cross section depict the separation zone. The shield-
ing function doesn’t keep the flow in a RANS mode any
more close to the stern. Hence, the transition from RANS
to LES takes place. The eddy viscosity is reduced, even
so the amount of resolved turbulence is still very low. This
influences also the upstream flow. Although this effect is

not a grid-induced separation, the so called "grey-area" of
RANS-LES transition is located direct in front of the pro-
peller plane. Also a variation of the shielding constant
CDDES doesn’t eliminate the grey-area problem in this case.
The hull resistance with the SBES model is 48.85 N.
Except the separation influence on thewakefield, the shield-

Figure 13: Cross section through the flow field at the stern:
eddy viscosity (top) and shielding function (bottom) .

ing prevents the boundary layer from harmful numerical ef-
fects. Also the computed hull resistance shows good agree-
ment with the experimental data, see Table 3. The results
of the wakefield calculation confirm the basic applicability
of SBES calculations for further full crashstop simulations.

Table 3: Hull resistance for wake field measurements and
calculations.

Hull resistance [N]

Experimental results 45.65
RANS calculations 50.07
SBES calculations 48.84

3.3 Crashstop calculations
The final stage of of the study is steady crashstop calcula-
tion. The vessel moves with design speed and the propeller
operates with the high negative pitch behind the hull. For
the crashstop simulations the propeller domain used for
open water crashback simulation and the hull domain for
wakefield investigations are combined. Again, the timestep
size is chosen to match one degree propeller rotation. The
domain is initialized in a steady RANS mode. Before the
hybrid model is switched on, the propeller is rotated several
times in URANS mode. Figure 14 shows the streamlines
of the averaged velocity. The torus-shaped ring vortex is
visible. Midships, where the rudder prevents the water from
flowing upstream, additional vortex structures form. The
high advance speed of the hull in this simulation leads to



only minor upstream interaction effects between slipstream
and the hull. In contrast to open water conditions, the in-

Figure 14: Streamlines for averaged velocity at steady crash-
stop.

flow to the propeller is now influenced by the presence of
the ship and also the rudder in the propeller slipstream. The
wakefield reduces the axial velocity in the inflow to the pro-
peller, a tangential velocity component is added due to the
ascending flow at the aftbody of the ship. Hence, the inflow
from upstream and the backflow from the ring vortex are
extremely unsteady. Therefore, the fluctuation amplitude of
the variations of forces and moments increases in compar-
ison with open water results. The thrust of a single blade
varies significantly over one propeller revolution. Figure
15 shows the averaged axial force on a single blade during
a full rotation. Θ = 0 is at the 12 o’clock position where
the propeller blade generates fewer thrust. The maximum is
almost twice so high and occurs at Θ = 300◦. This is due
to the special situation of the negative pitched blade where
an increase in the hydrodynamic inflow angle leads to an
increase in the angle of attack.
The frequency analysis of the computed forces for a sin-
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gle blade and the propeller is plotted in Figure16. As it
is expected, the frequency analysis shows distinct peaks at
the blade frequency for the total propeller forces and the
rotation rate and their multiples for the blade forces.
Steady crash stop experiments are executed at the Pots-

dam Model Basin. The propeller thrust and torque, the
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Figure 16: Frequency analysis of kT for a single blade and
the propeller.

forces on the rudder in axial and transversal direction and
the overall force at the hull are measured. The results of
the experiments are summarized in Table 4 together with
the calculated results. It can be noticed that there are large
differences between experimental and computational data.
Due to a relative short averaging time in the crash stop cal-
culations, these difference may arise from insufficient short
computational time or averaging issues. Some streamlines
of the ring vortex slightly exceed the mesh refinement zone
behind the ship’s hull as visible in Figure 17. This can lead
to transportation of turbulence information from non-LES
areas back to the propeller plane which is undesired. Again
the torque coefficient shows the largest deviation from the
comparison data. As already mentioned in Section 3.1,
boundary layer problems are assumed to be the cause.

Figure 17: Shielding function for SBES model (RANS: red
area, LES: blue area).

4 CONCLUSION
In the presented study, an investigation of the flow around
a controllable pitch propeller during crashback under nu-
merous operating conditions are carried out using a hybrid
RANS-LES method. Simulation results for open water
conditions are in good agreement with experimental results
from model tests. The flow field around the propeller is
dominated by separation and large scale turbulent struc-



Table 4: Hull resistance for wake field measurements and
calculations.

Comparison EFD CFD Deviation [%]

kT -0.199 -0.179 11
kQ 0.0172 -0.0262 34
FX Hull 104.10 N 114.40 N 9
FX Rudder 5.06 N 5.13 N 2
FY Rudder 2.19 N 1.89 N 16
kY Rudder /kT -0.189 -0.182 -

tures. The used SBES approach is capable of resolving
these phenomena and the effect on the flow in LES mode.
The grid resolution in the boundary layer of the blades
has to be sufficient high although it is fully situated in the
RANS-resolved portion of the flow. The forces and mo-
ments computed with the SBES model show larger fluctu-
ations compared to previously executed DES calculations.
In the case that SBES approach is applied to flow problems
with only moderate separation, in some areas at the ship
stern undesired interaction occurs between the RANS and
the LES controlled parts of the flow. In such case the ap-
plication of RANS models give reliable results and a good
agreement with measured data. Full crash stop maneuver
calculations with the propeller rotating behind the ship’s
hull are the final application case in the study. The analysis
of forces and moments acting on propeller and hull shows
some deviations from the experimental results also due to
mesh resolution issues. It has to be emphasized that for
the averaging of integral values in scale-resolving simula-
tions computational data for a sufficient long time frame is
available. Further calculations with lower advance speed of
the ship and therefore a significant interaction between the
slipstream and the hull are planned for the future.
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